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Figure 1. Authoring content of a situated device placed in a urban environment.

The software, which is the result of a participatory design
process, allows users to create multimedia content and track
interactions of bystanders.
This study aims to investigate through qualitative enquiry,
how these devices could be used by members of a community, what content would be shared through this new medium and what social interactions such medium could evoke.
Results highlight the versatility of this medium in sharing
factual and social knowledge and, at the same time, and its
potential to engage communities in social and civic participation.

ABSTRACT

Situated devices have successfully been used within community settings to share knowledge contextually and elicit
interaction from the public. Compared with similar technologies, situated devices don’t rely on users’ gadgets and can
therefore extend participation to a wider population crossing age and social boundaries.
Creating content for such devices however, is often a prerogative of advertisers and local authorities. Research
shows that this results in a lower engagement than when
such content is produced by the community.
In this thesis I present an authoring tool to facilitate the
creation of interactive content for situated devices.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of small and large interactive public displays has created an opportunity for exchanging contextual
information with passersby. Although publicly situated
devices are often used as a broadcasting service in a one-tomany form of communication, fewer studies have instead
investigated how these devices could support people to
share knowledge with each other.
This bottom-up process of sharing contextual knowledge
through digital technologies has its roots in “locative media”: the re-appropriation of mass consumer devices, such
as smartphones, to deliver multimedia content via Wi-Fi,
RFID or real-time geolocating systems [31].
However, as locative media require a device, content is not
always easily accessible to the general public. Situated
devices, on the other hand, lower this barrier by being physically present in the space offering a more direct engagement with individuals.
The accessibility of physical interfaces has also been exploited to engage citizens on the go and provide alternatives
to traditional methods of community consultation [71],
however fewer studies focus on using these devices to allow community members themselves to elicit participation
and opinions from others.
In this study a novel authoring tool for situated devices is
created to investigate the opportunities for sharing
knowledge created by members of a community. The software is designed to allow users to upload interactive content to a set of devices which were developed for a project
called Pinsight.
The aim of the study was to assess how this system could
assist in publishing contextual knowledge from the bottom
up, elicit public opinion and encourage participation.
By employing participatory design processes and a qualitative method of enquiry, the study sought to answer the
following research questions:
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RQ1: What content do users decide to share using situated devices?
• What content is selected to be published?
• Does location affect content?

The system developed for this study was designed around
an existing project called Pinsight. The project is part of a
larger initiative lead by the ICRI (http://cities.io/) that investigates the effects of ubiquitous computing at urban
scale. Pinsight features a network of interactive devices
called “Pins” that are designed to resemble a location marker and to be placed in a designated space. The software
presented in this study was designed to allow people to
author the content shown on these devices.
Each Pin has a screen and two physical buttons used to
navigate its content. The digital display is divided in three
areas: one for a main “message” (which can be either a text
or an image) and the two areas for the buttons’ labels (see
Figure 2). The reasoning behind these design choices is
two-fold: a simple input to lower the barrier to participation
and a small screen to enforce editors to write more engaging content.

RQ2: How is the content presented to the users?
• How do users format content for this medium?
• Is it different from online content?
RQ3: How well does the system support creation?
• Is the system versatile enough to support users’ intent?
• What kind of content is created?
• Are the metaphors used in the interface clear?
RQ4: What social interactions does this tool allow?
• What are the behaviours of participants during
content creation?
• Do they collaborate during the creation process?

1.1 Pinsight

Figure 3. The software architecture

As the content is interactive it is also non-linear, hence
users can create hypermedia documents which can achieve
a discrete level of versatility and sophistication.
The authoring tool updates and retrieves content displayed
by the Pins from an online database. The Pin’s interface is a
web app hosted on a local server run by the device. Each
Pin runs a web server that downloads content and send
recorded interactions to the online database. Content is also
stored in a local database to ensure functionality in the
absence of Internet connection (See Figure 3).
The next section explores previous literature on locative
media, authoring tools for situated devices and hypermedia.
Section 3 explains the methodology for design of the software. Section 4 presents the iterative stages of the design
process. Section 5 describes a case study and discusses its
results and finally in Section 6 directions for further studies
are presented.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

There is a substantial literature that documents the advantages of engaging members of communities through

Figure 2. The Pin and its interface
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information and communication technology (ICT) (e.g.[29]
[8]).
These studies show how ICTs have been more effective
when it allowed the participation of community members in
the production of content. Examples include hyperlocal
news websites [7] and local social networks [67].
An increasing number of online projects also elicit locationbased content from the general public, with the aim of preserving communities’ cultural heritage through personal
memories and storytelling. Notable examples are the “Survey of London” [50], an online platform to share stories
about London’s Whitechapel borough or the 24 Hour Museum’s “City Heritage Guides” [78] which features an
online authoring tool to create stories about key locations
within cities. Although such systems offer an opportunity
for sharing knowledge to the general public, they need to be
advertised and discovered before being used.
In recent years, thanks to the mass diffusion of mobile
technologies, the practice of augmenting physical spaces
with digital information has become more and more common. Using mass consumer technologies such as
smartphones, users can explore and contribute to an additional informational layer embedded in their physical environment. Such practice emerged in the early 2000s within
the net art movement and goes under the name of “Locative
media” [74].

Authoring Tools and Locative Media

One of the earliest locative media projects was Urban Tapestries by studio Proboscis [47]. In this project participants,
using a GPS equipped phone, could associate media such as
notes or images, to places. Information was then organized
in threads for later retrieval. By leaving an ephemeral trace
of people passing through the city, Urban Tapestries enabled a community’s collective memory to grow organically.
The project evolved through the years and the huge amount
of information shared led its creators to abandon the original platform and move to a distributed network of authoring
tools.
Annotations are not necessarily textual: Jeff Knowlton,
Naomi Spellman and Jeremy Hight for example, used GPS
equipped tablets to embed audio recordings of stories by
fictitious characters in the places they used to live [44].

2.1 Locative Media

Locative media’s initial motivation was to liberate digital
art from the boundaries of the computers’ screens and bring
it back to the physical space by embedding it into physical
locations [74]. Later on, the same technology was used to
annotate the urban environment and share any kind of information. As argued by Galloway and Ward [31], locative
media, similarly to archaeology, offers a significant advantage over traditional media as it allows to improve our
understanding of a place by contextualizing the information: the environment allows us to better understand the
cultural and social relevance of the shared knowledge.
By augmenting spaces with information, this new form of
media also allowed the public to change the relationships
between people and places. As can be read in Ben Russell’s
locative media proto-manifesto [66]: “the ability of shaping
the real world is not only the sole preserve of builders and
architects, but it is now accessible to everyone”.
Inspired by Situationism, locative media practices directly
reflected the twin Situationist concepts of détournement:
the re-appropriation of spaces as part of belonging, and the
dérive: the rejection of the impositions on urban living by
embracing serendipitous and unexpected encounters [74].
Such annotations allowed people to share what Lane [47]
typifies as “social knowledge”, a form of social capital that
is often hidden or inaccessible.
Because creating content was crucial for locative media,
many projects focussed on authoring tools that could be
used by the general public.

Figure 4. Urban Tapestries mobile interface (left) and a map
of information threads (right). © 2003 – Studio Proboscis

In such projects, the growing amount of information and the
difficulties of accessing it, can become problematic for
newcomers. Proposed solutions include the project “StoryPlaces” [55] which started as a desktop online application
focused on sharing personal memories privately and ended
up using GPS equipped smartphones to open the authoring
process to the public. In StoryPlaces content was edited and
improved thanks to the aid of professional writers and
could also be searched through a web application.
Although locative media reached the positive outcome of
re-directing the power of mass communication consumer
technology towards empowering communities, this approach still poses some discoverability issues as people
must have prior knowledge of the information embedded in
the physical space and access it through a device.
In contrast, the use of situated devices, allows a more direct
approach to elicit engagement and participation by passersby.
2.2 Situated Devices for Sharing Knowledge

Throughout history there have been many ways of supporting communication and social interaction amongst communities such as signage and noticeboards. Such physical
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objects have been subject to a large number of studies
which had the goal of informing the design of alternative
forms of local communication [4] [19].
These studies are part of a larger movement motivated by
claims that involvement with communities, especially in
fast-growing cities, is in decline (e.g. [65]) and aim at exploring how technology designed for communities, also
known as “community technology”, can support people
living in urban environments.
In the past years, the use of situated devices in physical
spaces has widely spread and so has the number of studies
associated to it. Most of these studies rely on the creation of
content by professional content providers such as institutions, museums, tourist organizations and businesses [18]
[64] [48] [14].
This study proposes, in contrast, the use of situated devices
that show content that can be edited and managed by community members.

would recognize their speech and use it to contribute to a
word cloud projected on a nearby building.
Often these studies produced unexpected results: Fortin et
al. [30] for example, highlight how the same technology
was used to share personal poetry and political commentary
at the same time. The variety of ways people engaged with
these devices suggests how versatile technologies can provide outcomes that support engagement and allow uses that
exceed researchers’ expectations.
The findings from these studies suggest how authoring
systems for public spaces should consider that more informal approaches, such as using anonymity and encouraging
playful tones, can ease participation and avoid social mechanics that inhibit contribution.
Tracking Participation

Situated devices equipped with tracking abilities have also
been used to enquire about community’s self-perception
and self-efficacy to foster democratic processes.
A notable study on using situated devices for civic engagement was Viewpoint [71]. The aim of this study was to
entice civic participation amongst members of a disadvantaged community through co-designed devices. The devices’ interface consisted of two buttons and a screen showing
a question, two answers and a gauge with real-time results.
Findings from this study show how these technologies
struggled to elicit meaningful participation from the community’s members. The main reason was that participants
were sceptical that their contribution would help changing
the current state of things because they were aware that the
questions were posed by untrusted representants of the local
government.
The results of this study however, presented three important
discoveries: a) concise and short questions contributed
greatly to the overall engagement, b) the location of the
device naturally influenced engagement as it was higher in
places where discussion about local issues already took
place and c) the low complexity of the device resulted in
interactions higher than other input mechanisms such as
mobile phones.
Similarly, Vlachokyriakos et al. [75], explored how lowcost situated devices could be used to allow members of
societies and grassroots movements, rather than local authorities, to collect informal opinions from the general
public. Although this study showed how situated devices
could be an additional tool for activist practices, it also
highlighted the limits of accurate collection of data as the
voting process couldn’t be controlled.
Koeman [45] used voting devices made out of three labelled push buttons to collect locals’ opinions on their
neighbourhood from questions created within the community. The devices were then distributed across a number of
shopkeepers on one street and left over a period of 24 days.
Results were then collected and painted with chalk in front
of the participating shops so that they could be visible to
passersby. The study showed how accessible, low-tech

Eliciting Public Participation

Although situated devices can provide a more direct access
to content, it is however important to understand how they
affect social engagement and the design implications for
their authoring tools.
Previous literature suggests how particular attention should
be given to the physical location and the social contexts of
spaces when installing situated devices because public
interaction is subject to both display blindness [39] [57] and
social apprehension [13] [2].
Akpan et al. [2] researched, for example, how a public
installation would be perceived in different settings. Findings from this study suggest, in accordance with Dourish
[36], that although spaces give an opportunity for interaction, it is the place, the understood reality of the space and
its social significance, to determine engagement.
Similarly, Rogers et al.[13] have investigated how social
dynamics would influence engagement. In their research
they created the “Opinionizer” a system composed of offthe-shelf materials, a laptop and a projector, which was
used to let participants leave opinions for others to observe
on. This study showed how social embarrassment can be a
major deterrent for participation and at the same time how
vicarious experiences and conversations amongst people
can be induced by devices situated in public.
A similar project was “TexTales” [5], a public, large-scale
projection which displayed SMSs sent by the public on a
wall. The study concluded that conversations could indeed
be conveyed through this novel medium but also that social
interactions carried on in the physical and social space
around it: technology can be a vehicle of social interaction
but also a trigger.
More recently, novel interfaces have been created to allow
creative ways of expression and participation. For example
Fischer et al. [28] created a slingshot equipped with a mobile phone that let its users share a message with others by
“splatting” the message onto a wall whilst Fortin et al. [30]
allowed people to talk into a digital megaphone which
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solutions could not only lead to community engagement but
also to discussions around sensitive topics such as the perceived divide between people living on either end of the
street.
A common finding from these studies is that although accessible devices favour public engagement, people are also
hesitant to participate and cast a vote on serious and controversial matters either for skepticism [71] or for the fear of
being judged by onlookers [45].
In the cited studies however, technology was associated
with voting as it was its only function: if voting is interleaved with other purposes this problematic equivalence
could be removed.

Vannevar Bush introduced the theory behind Memex [16],
a system which we would now describe as a hypertext authoring tool, his intention was to find a solution to the need
of organizing the growing amount of scientific information.
He argued that knowledge needed to be organized, similarly
to the human mind, through associations of concepts or
“trails”. These representations of thought could then be
manipulated and shared with others. The first implementation of hypertext arrived 20 years later and was part of a
collaborative knowledge environment system that would
lay the foundations of modern computing: the
NLS/Augment project by Doug Engelbart [27]. During that
time, Ted Nelson, the creator of the word “hypertext”, started working on Xanadu [59] an ambitious authoring system
(which was more than 30 years in development) that would
allow users to address any word of a document from another document with the potential of containing “all the
world’s literature in a single place”.
These systems beside showing the potential of hypermedia,
also highlighted the limitations of the medium: Xanadu for
example, would require all the information created by its
users to be stored locally on each users’ computer. Furthermore, the visual connections between many documents
was particularly challenging to implement. The level of
complexity such systems would reach posed, already then,
significant problems of maintenance and accessibility.
Interest in hypertext however, grew consistently. In his
1987 extensive survey, Conklin [20] listed more than 20
commercial applications of different hypermedia systems
presented in four categories: literary systems that aimed at
supporting very large interconnected libraries (eg. Xanadu),
problem exploration systems, focussed on supporting the
structuring of thinking; browsing systems similar to literary
systems but in smaller scale; and general hypertext systems
which were general purpose tools designed to allow experimentation for a range of applications. This study focuses
on the last category.
One of the most notable examples within general purpose
hypertexts is XEROX’s NoteCards [33]. Taking advantage
of the workstation it was built on, NoteCards relied extensively on a graphical representation and introduced four key
metaphors that were later on adopted by other systems:
notecards, categorizable units of information; links, typed
connections between cards; a browser an interactive visual
overview of the document that also allowed navigation; and
fileboxes which are hierarchical composites of cards.
Halasz [34] subsequently proposed several interventions to
better NoteCards’ accessibility, such as the necessity of
having composite nodes, queries, computational structuring
and graphical overviews. He strongly believed though that
in order to succeed such systems should be highly versatile
and let its users tailor the system to their needs.

Authoring Tools for Situated Devices

Although research shows how appropriation of situated
devices is beneficial for engagement, fewer studies address
the problem of how communities can create content and
maintain these systems. Work on situated devices in fact,
tends to concentrate on the system designers assuming that
they will also be deploying and maintaining the system
[77].
Balestrini et al. [9] highlight how few studies have been
successful in assessing the involvement with community
technology on a long-term period and how creating a sense
of ownership in all stakeholders is key to sustain a longterm engagement.
Re-appropriation on the other hand, is made harder by the
lack of end-user programming (EUP) tools; the focus of
current research on EUP for interactive situated devices so
far has been technology-centric with little focus on users
[37].
Amongst the most notable examples of EUP for ubiquitous
and situated devices there is “MakerSwarm” [23] a system
with a visual EUP environment that allows users to identify
surrounding internet-connected devices, and assign behaviours related to their functionalities.
More recently Houben et al. [38] proposed a EUP system to
facilitate the understanding of sensed data by letting its
users associate temperature, humidity etc. to unique behaviours of physical devices. In time, the resulting ambient
visualizations acquired particular meaning which was
shared within a social context.
In both of these studies the EUP environment was run on a
mobile device to take advantage of proximity, similarly in
this study mobile devices have been used to facilitate mapping from the digital content to the physical device.
2.3 Authoring Tools for Hypermedia

This study focuses on an authoring system which allows its
users to create interactive non-linear content or hypermedia.
Hypermedia has a surprisingly rich history compared to
most other phenomena in computer history. When in 1939
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Figure 5. Different graphical overviews: (from left to right) NoteCards, Xanadu and Storyspace.

Other systems offered multiple ways of browsing the document depending on the level of information needed. Neptune [24] provided many types of browser, for example it
could show at the same time a pictorial overview of the
document, a document browser to navigate hierarchical
structures and a node browser to access individual nodes.
These systems were at the same time an authoring tool and
an interface used to access the content. The high customization that they offered was effective to structure knowledge
according to personal needs, however they were less apt for
presenting content.

argues that one of the reasons behind this failure is the fact
that hypermedia is much harder to write: because authors
won’t know their audience reading path, concepts need to
be re-introduced in every node.
Hypermedia and Physical spaces

Hypermedia was also extensively used for location-based
narratives. The very first hypermedia authoring tool was in
fact about location-based information: Aspen Movie Map
[79], was an interactive movie map of the city of Aspen
where users were able to navigate and access information,
such as text, audio and video associated with key locations
of the city.
The use of hypertext for locative media is particularly fitting as information associated to locations form “trails” of
knowledge and there is currently a strong interest in research in creating authoring tools for such content.
However, in order to avoid any confusion, it is important to
note that this study is not about content distributed in different places using situated devices.
As argued by David Millard [35], location-based narratives
can’t be classified as classical hypertexts because in traditional hypertext the link “moves” the user from one node to
another, whilst in real-world space the author has no control
over the physical movement so the node-link model of
hypertext can’t be applied.

Hypermedia for Presentation Purposes

Given their accessibility adaptability, systems amongst the
general hypertext category were especially used for educational and content presentation purposes. At the end of the
1980s Apple released with every Mac, HyperCard [6]
which became the most used software for the creation of
hypermedia. As argued by Nielsen [60], amongst the reasons behind HyperCard’s success there was the inclusion of
a “construction kit”, a series of small graphical components,
and examples that contributed to create effective documents.
A big constraint of HyperCard compared to other systems
was the “card” metaphor: the representation of a real world
index card to show what would appear on the screen at a
given time. Although extremely intuitive, the mapping to
the real object was also limiting: cards couldn’t be resized,
be composed of other cards or represent a specific data
structure. However, such limitations were instrumental in
determining HyperCard’s success as its interface quickly
appeared familiar to less tech-savvy users [60].

2.4 This Study

Previous research has pointed at the possible advantages of
devices situated within communities to foster socialization
and civic engagement whilst research on locative media has
focussed on the practice of sharing social knowledge
through the use of consumer electronics. However, there
haven’t been studies related to what knowledge can be
shared on situated devices when they are used by community members and the tools that could support such practice.
This study aims to unearth the possibilities that an authoring tool for situated devices can allow sharing knowledge
and civic engagement within communities. The literature on
hypermedia reviewed until here highlights the difficulties
and the different philosophies adopted for creating systems
which are highly versatile such as NoteCards to the ones
that work around fixed constraints such as HyperCard.

Hypermedia and Storytelling

The large scale adoption of authoring tools for non-linear
documents consequentially determined the emergence and
interest of new forms of literature. Stories with multiple
ending and threads were finally possible. These new possibilities were excitedly received and resulted in several authoring tools that turned into commercial products still in
use today such as StorySpace [42], HypeDin [56] and the
open source Twine [43].
Despite the initial excitement, however, non-linear narratives didn’t become as popular as hoped. Johnson [41]
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Figure 6. Diagram of a possible sequence composed of two dialogues.

This study focus on a system that, due to the physical limitations of the device, is aimed at enforcing simple structures
and a high engagement and adopts concepts from the presented systems to ease content creation.
The following section will outline design principles used
for the design of the software and the research methodology
used within this study.

In Pinsight the core concept is the Pin, the physical device
used to present the created content to the final user. As
previously mentioned, the Pin’s shape is based on a location
marker. This shape was used throughout the software to
associate the device with its location and the data associated
with it. Each Pin was also a different colour which was used
as an aesthetic variable to help differentiate them.
The Content

The most important concept, and possibly the hardest to
communicate, is the Pin’s content. As the information on
the Pin can be accessed through two physical buttons, authors are able to branch their content at any given point
allowing users to access their document non-linearly. The
Pin’s content is therefore a hypermedia or more precisely
an a hyperdocument. There are in fact two types of hypermedia: hyperbases which don’t impose any navigational
structure (such as browsable databases) and hyperdocuments, which intentionally guide the reader and are better
suited to narration [73].
To allow content to be shared and reused across Pins content was made of nodes aggregates (the equivalent of fileboxes in NoteCards [33]), which were called dialogues.
Dialogues were then played by the device in a sequence
which could be modified by the users.
Dialogues are in turn made by cards which represent what
the Pin is showing on its screen at a given time. Cards have
a main content or message which can be either a text or an
image; cards are linked together through answers, which
are the choices the users can make using the two buttons.
To allow for a more versatile system, where users could go
back and explore other trails, all answers can link to any
card. The structure of the dialogue is therefore cyclical
rather than hierarchical (see Figure 6 for an example of a
sequence).

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Conceptual Model

The software had 3 main functional requirements:
1.

Accessibility: authoring the Pin’s content should
be as accessible as possible to allow authors’ to
create content effortlessly.

2.

Versatility: users should be able to decide how to
structure their content.

3.

Conciseness: content on each screen should be
short and quickly understandable to entice interaction.

Before starting designing the software, a conceptual model
was devised to understand and define the problem space.
Following Johnson’s methodology [40], a conceptual model
was described in terms of:
• concepts (the data objects that users manipulate to
achieve a task)
• metaphors (analogies used to simplify concepts
and actions),
• relationships between concepts
• mappings of concepts to real-world objects
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Figure 7. Flowchart of the Pin’s interface. Every new update from the authoring tool will reset the content loop

effort needed for the process of constructing such a model:
the stronger the relations within the concepts the better the
comprehension of the whole document.
As argued by Thüring [73], the same principle applies to
hyperdocuments. He suggests that there are two factors that
should especially be considered for the comprehension of a
hyperdocument: coherence as a positive influence, and
cognitive overhead as negative influence.

The Content Loop

Pins show their content sequentially and at the end of the
sequence the content is repeated. This is the content loop of
the Pin.
The content loop can be described as follows: at start-up,
the first card of the first dialogue is displayed. Once one of
the buttons is pressed the corresponding card is shown.
Buttons can also link to the end of the dialogue, in that case
the following dialogue in the sequence is shown. If the user
has reached the end of the sequence, the first card of the
first dialogue is shown again. If no interaction is recorded
for 40 seconds the dialogue navigation is reset and the first
card of the first dialogue is displayed. The loop is also reset
every time the dialogue is updated remotely by the user (see
Figure 7). As the behaviour of the loop can’t be changed, it
wasn’t made explicit in the interface.

Augmenting Coherence

Empirical studies in psycholinguistic research [53] highlight the strong correlation between the ability of understanding and remembering a document and its coherence: a
coherent document is one that allows readers to construct a
mental model that “corresponds to facts and relations in a
possible world” [69]. Coherence is first established at a
local scale, amongst components of a sentence which are
used to understand its meaning and later, and at a global
scale, by placing these meanings together to understand the
proposition of the whole document.
In hypermedia, coherence can be applied locally and globally both at a node level, within information units, and at a
net level between information units.
Coherence at a node level is not substantially different from
traditional documents, however coherence at a net level is
novel and unfamiliar for an everyday author. Thüring argued that this lack of experience is the cause of the common hypertext “fragmentation”: the impression that the
document is made out of loosely linked pieces of information rather than a coherent whole.

3.2 Hypermedia Design Principles

Designing hypermedia can be more challenging for novice
users who are accustomed to traditional, linear documents.
One of the main challenges when designing a hypermedia
authoring tool is to allow users to make sense of the document they’re designing so they can in turn create more
accessible documents for their audience.
In cognitive science, accessibility of a textual document is
defined by its level of comprehension which is the result of
the process of creating a mental model that reflects the
semantic relations described in the document [25]. The
level of comprehension depends on the amount of mental
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In traditional textual documents, this fragmentation is attenuated at local scale by the use of conjunctions or prepositions and at a global scale by visual affordances such as
headings or paragraphs. Analogously in hypermedia, coherence at a local scale can be improved by labelling the semantic relationship between nodes, and at global scale by
aggregating nodes in higher order semantic units or “composite nodes” which afford the macrostructure of the document [34].
In this study, coherence at local scale is provided by the
links of the answers on each card which establish the semantic relationship between them. Coherence at global
scale is given by the cards which are aggregated in composite nodes (dialogues).

3.3 End-user Programming Principles

As authoring tools are a high-level form of end-user programming (EUP), in this study principles of EUP have been
used to inform the design of the final software.
EUP is a term that refers to software designed for “people
who write programs, but not as their primary job function,
instead they write programs in support of achieving their
main goal” [63]. The main goal behind EUP is to provide
an easier, although limited, access to results which could
only be achieved through programming: as Lieberman
argues [49], EUP motivation is rooted in the users’ needs of
adapting and eventually developing systems themselves.
Myers [58] highlights a number of themes to design a successful EUP tool, for this study two principles have taken
especially in consideration to inform the final design: aiming for a low threshold and a high ceiling and design for the
path of least resistance.

Reducing Cognitive Overhead

Due to the lack of linearity, hyperdocuments require the
ability to keep multiple trails in mind simultaneously. This
is an undesired effect as every additional cognitive effort
reduces the mental resources needed for comprehension.
As seen in literature, since the dawn of hypertext, the feeling of being lost in complex hyperdocuments, has been very
common. To overcome this problem, designers have been
using visual overviews that exploit spatial perception ability
in order to aid cognition. Empirical studies show in fact that
there is a strong correlation between comprehension and
spatial memory [53].
The conception of the hyperdocument as a space is also
implied by the way users “travel” from one page to another.
In order to travel through a hyperdocument, users need to
be able to orient themselves, understand where they are,
and also to know how they can go back or travel to a new
page. A spatial representation of the hyperdocument, in the
form of a graphical map, could be beneficial both to increase coherence and to reduce cognitive overhead. Spatial
arrangement could provide an overview of the structure and
also allow understanding of the semantic relationship
through proximity: components which share a topic can be
placed next to each other. Some systems based on spatial
hypertext in fact avoid the node-link representation altogether in favour of a spatial representation which makes use
of other aesthetic variables such as shape, colour etc.
[10,52,70]
However, as argued by Marshall et al. [51] although spatial
representations are useful for structuring knowledge, they
can be an hindrance for presentation or information management tasks. Early hypermedia authoring tools such as
KMS [3] or HyperCard [6] for example, didn’t provide any
graphical overview and only allowed navigation through
browsing.
Some design iterations of the software presented in this
study didn’t have a graphical overview and used instead a
browser to navigate through the cards.

Low Threshold and High Ceiling

According to Myers [58], the ideal outcome for an EUP
tool is to allow novice users to get started quickly (low
threshold) but also to make it possible for experts to work
on increasingly sophisticated projects (high ceiling). As
described later, several constraints have been applied in the
design of this software to hide complexity and shortcuts
have been implemented to enable power users to do their
task more efficiently.
Path of Least Resistance

When given a choice people follow the path with least
resistance, for this reason tools should direct users to create
a certain type of content. In the design of the software, for
example, interfaces that allowed users to create long textual
content on a single screen, were discarded as the physical
device was already designed for temporary interactions.
3.3 Research Methodologies
Participatory Design

The main aim of this study was to create a tool to allow
community members to share knowledge and elicit participation through interactive interfaces. The tool was designed
with the help of such members who were consulted in the
earlier stages of the software design.
Involving users in the design process is a practice which is
reflected in a wide spectrum of methodologies used today
and it is considered crucial for the success of the product
[15]. Traditional approaches to participatory design [68]
recommend consulting users only in regard to their needs
and expectations. In contrast, in this study, users’ opinions
on prototypes were taken into account and influenced the
final design. Wagner and Piccoli [76], argue that particular
attention should be given to the time and context of consultations: users are usually busy with their work so they won’t
be engaged in analysing new systems until these systems
will significantly impact their daily practice.
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Figure 8. Wireframes showing the map screen with an information tooltip for each device and the device content screen.

Similarly, Carroll et al. [17] noted that when designing an
authoring tool for a community, its members should be
included in the design process for both a moral reason (as
members have the right to do so as they will be the one that
will be affected the most) and a practical reason (as members can express preferences and an expert perspective on
the tool to be designed) as it is impossible to externally
define the needs of a community due to its variety.
In this study, pilot studies and workshops were held with
the community in context, to understand how the proposed
system could affect their work.

ative research [62] demonstrates that it can achieve better
results than other TA approaches.
Before each think-aloud session, users were instructed on
how to think aloud: they were first given a specific task and
then asked to tell the researcher what were they thinking
when interacting with the interface to achieve that particular
task. At the end of the session a semi-structured interview
was conducted aimed at confirming theories which arose
during the study.

Thinkaloud

One of the first design objectives was to bridge the disconnection between the physical device and the software to
facilitate the mapping of the authored content to the one
displayed on the device.
Ideally, content manipulation would happen directly on the
device, however due to its limited size and the lack of an
external input mechanism, this wasn’t a feasible choice. As
another device was necessary to act as an editing tool, mobile device were chosen because they could be used next to
the Pin and facilitate through proximity this mapping. This
strategy used, also in [38] and [23], was adopted to allow
users to quickly check their work on the device without
physically moving it.

4. DESIGN

The methodology used to assess usability of the interface
during the design process was thinkaloud. Thinkalouds
were aimed at uncovering potential interface breakdowns
and understanding how users both ideate and create content.
Results from each session informed the next stages of the
design.
In a traditional think-aloud (TA) approach [11]. facilitator’s
interventions are kept to a minimum. However, in the following studies, an interactive approach was used as additional questions were asked to participants whenever breakdowns occurred.
The goal of this methodology was to seek opinions and
explanations from participants rather than clarifications of
their actions as indicated by McDonald et al. [54], as more
usability problems overall were detected and a greater
number of causal explanations were elicited. This approach
to TA has been used extensively [26] [46] [61] and compar-
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card is changed, the card is automatically saved. All the
cards of the dialogue are represented with thumbnails in a
browser at the bottom of the screen. To strengthen the connection between the card being edited and the thumbnail,
the thumbnails’ content is changed in real-time whenever
the corresponding card is changed. Due to the small size of
the thumbnail, only the card’s main message is displayed
without any answers.
Users can navigate the dialogue by tapping on the thumbnails and create new cards using a button placed next to
them (See Figure 9). Once a card is selected, it is highlighted and its content shown on the card editor.
In this prototype, linking is achieved through a dropdown
selection. The options in the dropdown listed the main
message for each card. This solution was chosen as it permitted users both to link to cards and add a new card within
the linking action (see Figure 10).
Finally, two buttons allow the user to “Save” the dialogue
so that it would be displayed immediately on the Pin, or
“Preview” it in place to evaluate it before publishing it. The
labelling of the save button was particularly challenging to
define because it had to communicate a complex concept
using a single, familiar word. The effectiveness of this word
was tested in the following usability tests.

Figure 9. Dialogue editing screen

4.1 Paper Prototype

A paper prototype was initially created and tested with a
design expert to evaluate the metaphors of the conceptual
model. This prototype focused on the task of creating a
single dialogue.
The test was conducted by a facilitator who made changes
on the paper interface according to the participant’s choices. Cards were represented by small post-its; the participant
would write down content of a card and then indicate which
of the answers would link to which card.
A challenge that this prototype highlighted was how to
allow linking of different cards on a small screen: a compromise was needed between showing the overview of the
dialogue and the editing of a single card. Findings from this
study informed the next iteration of the design.

Figure 10. Linking through dropdown

4.2 Wireframes and Digital Prototype

Wireframes for the complete user journey were designed
and reviewed by design experts. Finally, a digital prototype
was created and evaluated. The wireframes are described
below.
Wireframes

The application starts with a map showing the location of
the devices currently accessible by the system. Once a Pin
is clicked, users are able to edit the Pin’s content or preview
it within the app. In the device content screen, dialogues of
the Pins are shown according to their playing sequence.
Users are then able to add, remove or edit a dialogue and
move its position in the sequence (see Figure 8). When
users create a new dialogue they have to name it beforehand
so they can later retrieve it in the sequence.
In the dialogue editing screen (see Figure 9), users are able
to create and select cards, edit the card’s main content, the
answers’ labels and their links. Every time the content of a

Figure 11. Linking mode in HyperCard
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Figure 12. Linking through switching modes. Once the link button is tapped, a linking mode allows to change
the link associated to the card.

answer is currently linking to, new links can be set by tapping on another card (see Figure 12).

Digital Prototype

To test the dropdown functionality, a digital prototype was
developed and evaluated with experts. It was soon found
that this method wasn’t optimal as messages that didn’t fit
the dropdown size had to be truncated and users had to
remember or guess what card that message was actually
referring to. Furthermore, the save button led users to believe they had to save every change they made.

Linking to the End

Further consideration went into deciding where the answers
of a newly created card should point to: if both answers
don’t point to any card, the navigation would halt on the
device because there wouldn’t be a way of going back and
exiting the loop. In order to prevent this from happening, all
newly created cards’ answers were linked automatically to
the last card of the dialogue.

Linking Mode

Showing the destination of a link whilst authoring is a typical problem in hypertext environments [20] and the limited
screen estate of the mobile device posed further issues for
navigation and orientation. Early systems such as HyperCard, allowed linking by switching the status of the application to a linking mode: the user first enters the mode, navigates to the card to be linked using keyboard arrows and
then selects the card using buttons shown on a separate
window (see Figure 11). Similarly, a linking mode was
designed for this system. In the first iteration, links could be
set by clicking on a button next to the desired answer and
then by choosing the linked card amongst other cards in a
modal window. However, this continuous switching would
soon become tedious as it had to be done, in most cases,
twice for every card.
An alternative design was created with an increased size of
the cards and linking buttons. When the user taps on a linking button the dialogue navigation highlights the card the

Save button

The Save button was also moved outside the content editing
screen and instead a general “Update” button was used in
the content device screen in order to avoid any confusion as
to how and when to update the device (see Figure 8).
The update button was also disabled when the Pin was
offline or couldn’t be updated. This served as an additional
diagnostic tool for evaluation.
4.3 Usability Test

Findings from these initial tests were used to create the first
digital prototype which allowed the modification of the
content on the Pin. Given the accessibility requirements, the
software was developed as a responsive web app.
A further test was planned to evaluate the usability of the
software in conjunction with the physical device. Participants of this study were two colleagues who didn’t know
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about the project. A brief presentation was prepared to
introduce the project and the task at hand. The visual structure of a dialogue already present on the Pin was given.
Before the study started, participants gave verbal consent to
the anonymized usage of their data and finally instructed on
the think-aloud process.
To understand the difficulties related to content creation,
the experiment was divided into two phases, in the first
phase participants were asked to re-create the dialogue
shown in the structure, in the second to come up with a
dialogue on the spot. Participants were then asked to create
the dialogue on the editing device and then check their
work on the Pin.

Discussion

The use of a small device as an editing tool was an obstacle
as users became quickly frustrated by the small on-screen
keyboard. This usability study also made evident that the
“posture” of the application [21] is not transient as users
spent a significant amount of time thinking about the
presentation of their content. Additionally, the advantages
of using a mobile device weren’t evident as users were so
focused on the device that they didn’t notice that the content was already updated on the Pin.
One of the major limitations of this study was the lack of a
real-life application for the task: this posed several problems in the content ideation phase as participants found it
particularly hard to come up with something worth sharing
and felt pressured in completing the task. This limitation
was addressed in the following studies by providing literature and material to support content creation.

Results

Results from the study showed that participants didn’t have
problems editing the cards’ content. However, typing prescribed sentences on a small on-screen keyboard, soon
became monotonous (P1: “Ugh this feels like a typing
exercise”). One participant asked if he could reduce the
length of the content (P1: “Do you want me to type exactly
the same [sentence]?”).
Once the content on the first card was created both participants enquired about linking (P2: “So I guess there’s no
link at the moment”). Once the first links were added, both
participants found that it was easier to first create the content on all the cards and then connect the cards afterwards
(P1: “Done. Ok so let’s do the links now”).
One of the participants, clicked on the preview button and
then looked at the device expecting to see the content appear on it and felt lost once she saw the content was shown
on the smartphone.
In the second phase, participants were slightly resistant to
create dialogues that would be then stored on the Pin (P1:
“really? are you going to use this? If so I have to do it
properly”) and worried that their content was going to be
uninteresting (P1: “sorry, I’m not being very imaginative
right now…”)

4.4 Mill Road History Society

Once the core concepts of the conceptual model were evaluated, the software was tested and further developed with
members of a designated community: the Mill Road History
Society (MRHS). This group was chosen as it already had
an interest in sharing location-based information and had a
vast amount of knowledge. This information was shared on
a community maintained website with the aim of “celebrating and researching the history and community of the Mill
Road area of the City of Cambridge and its locality, to
create a permanent record of that research and to share it as
widely as possible”[1].
Three members of the MHRS were contacted and expressed
interest in the project. The first consultation was also an
opportunity to test the validity of the conceptual model.
Content about Mill Road was gathered beforehand and two
example dialogues were created and shown on the Pin.
During the meeting, the members were first asked to interact with the Pins, then they were introduced to the authoring tool and finally created content using the interface. At
the end of the session a semi-structured interview was conducted.
A major finding from this first meeting was the difficulty
participants had in understanding the concept of branching.
One of the participants believed that the navigation was
only showing one branch and when shown how the narration could fork from a single card, she found it hard to
rebuild her mental model. This interface iteration also
showed problems of orientation as participants expressed
the difficulty of understanding what card they were editing
(P1 “I don’t know where I am”) and what branch they were
on (P2 “Is this the second branch now?”).
4.5 Redesigning Linking

Starting from the findings of the previous study, a new
dialogue editing interface was created and was repurposed
for larger screens. In this iteration all the cards were shown

Figure 13. First usability test with evaluation on the Pin.
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Figure 14. Detail of the new card design (left) and the redesigned interface (right).

at the same time on the screen and the structure of the dialogue was represented with a directed graph similar to systems such as Storyspace [42]. However, to simplify the
interface, cards were arranged automatically on a vertical
axis in order to facilitate navigation between them and to
prevent links from overlapping.
All answers were visually connected to the linked card by
arrow paths. Each answer had a button that allowed the
removal and creation of links to other cards: when the button was clicked, users would enter a linking mode and
select the card to be linked, if the background was clicked
the link would be removed.
Cards were automatically aligned vertically in order to keep
them in one single screen and to enforce a small dialogue
size (see Figure 14). When a new card was added it was
automatically placed at the bottom of the stack. Similar to
the previous iteration, whenever a new card was created it
was automatically linked to the “end of dialogue” card. To
test this new iteration and understand how users would
ideate new content a further study was planned.

In this study two of the members who attended our first
meeting were asked to create new dialogues for a single Pin
to be placed in a chosen location: the church of St. Barnabas on Mill Road. Before the session, one of the participants selected and printed historical facts about the church.
Two Pins, one for demonstration purposes and the other for
evaluation, were placed on the table and a 15” laptop was
used to author the content on the devices.
The session was divided into two. During the first half,
participants were asked to think about how the selected
facts could be adapted to become an interactive narration.
In this initial phase, a facilitator helped to insert content
whilst participants focussed in the ideation. In the second
phase, participants took care of content insertion to assess
how and if the interface would impact their work.
In the first phase P2 extrapolated meaningful passages from
the literature she found and P1 adapted these passages in
short sentences so that they could be used for the main
content of the cards, finally P1 arranged them spatially to
separate the different semantic threads. Once the dialogue
was completed on paper, P1 read each thread aloud so that
the facilitator could type it in the interface and add answers
to each card. Cards were only linked after each of the
threads was typed in.
During the second phase, the tasks were naturally distributed amongst the two participants with P1 dictating content to
P2 who took control of the laptop. This arrangement was
apparently due to different skills and inclinations (P1 “I’m
not good at typing, whilst she’s much quicker”).

4.6 Content Creation Study

Figure 15. Content creation study with MHRS members.
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Figure 16. Detail of card design with linking “handles” (left) and redesigned links and buttons (right).

After writing facts about the church, P1 wondered if visitors would want to have information about the school that
used to be next to it and therefore if it would be apt to ask
visitors what information they wanted. P2 wanted to add a
card just after the first one, however this wasn’t possible as
cards couldn’t be shifted. A new card was added at the
bottom which linked to the cards above it.
Participants tended to create long dialogues and in both
phases used branching. As the first dialogue was becoming
complex it was suggested to split it into two separate ones.
Finally, two dialogues were created, the first with 16 cards
and 3 branches and the second with 5 cards and 2 branches.
Participants also felt appropriate to have one of the last
cards’ answers to be linked to the first card in order to allow
visitors to explore unvisited paths.

Discussion

The redesign of the interface was well received by both
participants: P1 who in the previous meeting lamented a
poor understanding of the hyperdocument structure was
now pleased to see how she could see the structure of the
document at a glance.
The new interface showed how the linking and branching
concepts were well understood as all dialogues contained
branches and one of them also contained a loop. Consistent
with literature, the visual overview of the hyperdocument
allowed users to improve its organization and coherence.
From this study it emerged that automatically adding cards
at the bottom of the stack was not a good strategy as participants couldn’t easily modify the structure of their dialogue
when they had already completed it.
Another issue related to card addition and removal was that
participants didn’t notice any change in the structure when
they were at the top of the dialogue as cards were added at
the bottom and when cards were removed the change was
so immediate that users couldn’t understand what happened.
In response to these findings a button for adding new cards
was placed between cards and animation was used to visually track cards: when new cards were removed or added
they would shrink or grow in place and the whole stack
would shift accordingly (see Figure 16).
Another finding from this study is that, during content ideation, participants who weren’t using the device started to
write notes on paper and arrange them spatially (see Figure
17) corroborating the idea that spatial arrangement facilitates content ideation.

Figure 17. Graphs and lists used as external support.
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Figure 18. Different stages of the content creation workshop

chosen. The workshop was held in Mill Road Bath House: a
community centre which was also one of the designated
locations.

5.0 CASE STUDY: CONTENT CREATION WORKSHOP

After the pilot test, the application was finally trialled with
the community. The project was presented at one of the
Mill Road History society’s monthly meetings where 12
members expressed their interest in participating and a
content creation workshop was set up to respond to the
research questions of this study.
4 observers and 3 facilitators were recruited to assist in the
workshop. As observers were external to the research
group, an observation scheme was created so that relevant
facts could be noted. The observation scheme was divided
into 4 main areas, one for each research question. Observers
were then asked to list observations belonging to these 4
areas and additionally, to note breakdowns and recurring
phenomena.

Figure 19. Mill Road History Society monthly meeting

Participants

A total of 7 participants attended the workshop. Of the 12
members who expressed interest, only 4 were present, the
other 3 were invited by other members.

Figure 20. Workshop diagram

Table 1. Details of participants

As potential locations for installing the devices couldn’t be
decided beforehand with participants, four locations
amongst the most popular ones on the MRHS website were
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Figure 21. The visualization tool used for the analysis. Quotes were first inserted into a spreadsheet and coded (a). The size of the
circles represented the amount of codes within each element (b). When a theme was clicked, the interface would zoom and show
its codes and quotes (c). The content of the extracted quotes could be displayed when hovered over with a mouse (d).

Ethics

Analysis

Participants were asked to sign a consent form in which
they were informed that their data was going to be anonymized and used for research (See Appendix 1)

Observers’ and facilitators’ notes were analysed using thematic analysis following Braun and Clarke methodology
[12]. Identical observations between observers and facilitators on the same instance were removed to avoid redundancy. After reading all transcripts, data was analysed iteratively in search of patterns, and codes were generated and
grouped into themes. Whenever new themes emerged, they
were searched and matched to previously analysed data,
reviewed and finally defined.
Due to the high number of quotes, a custom interactive tool
was developed to help find patterns and group codes into
themes. The tool consisted of an online spreadsheet connected to an interactive enclosure diagram which showed
the themes and the areas they belonged to (See Figure 21).
This visualization allowed both internal homogeneity and
external heterogeneity between themes and codes as it
helped to break down themes that were too big, collapse
similar ones into each other and remove the ones that didn’t
have enough supporting data.
Once the analysis was completed it was presented and discussed with the original observers for validation.

Materials

Each group was assigned a physical device with a label of
the location of deployment, a photo of the location and a
graphical representation of one of the contents already
present in the device. Additionally, participants were given
three pages material about the location.
Procedure

After a welcome introductory session, participants split
themselves into 4 separate groups, one for each device. Each group was composed of one or more participants, a facilitator and an observer (see Figure 20). The
facilitator’s role was to assist the participants in case they
“got stuck” or help them structure the content, whilst the
observer’s role was to take notes following the predefined
observation scheme.
At the beginning of the workshop the audience was given a
brief introduction about the project by one of the facilitators
followed by a quick demonstration of creating a dialogue
using a projector. Participants were then given 1 hour to
select, ideate and create content using the interface. At the
end of this session each group gave a small presentation of
the interactive content on their device which was followed
by a brief Q&A session.

5.1 RESULTS

A total of 80 quotes were extracted from the notes gathered
during the workshop and subdivided in 18 sub-themes
which were then grouped in 4 major themes (See Table 2).
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O4: “we should think about what we want people going to this location to read”
Location
Content was selected according to the general location. The
map on the interface allowed users to select content about
surrounding areas:
F3: “Not about where the pin is specifically located”
Content presentation

Humour
Humour was considered very important to lure passersby
in:
O3: “Need to draw them [the audience] using humour
and things they are fascinated by otherwise it comes
across as boring.”
O4: “Let’s make it a bit contentious! (laughs)”
Table 2. Results of the analysis showing themes and subthemes
with the number of observations

Tone of voice
Participants were also careful in using an adequate tone of
voice:
F3: “they were very cautious of avoiding language and
ideas that would put people off”
O2: “it is acceptable to use abbreviations and abbreviate words on Twitter but it wouldn’t be appropriate
to do that on the Pin”

Content selection

Accurate content
The biggest theme within content selection and also by far
the biggest theme overall was related to factual accuracy.
Some participants felt that they had the responsibility of
publishing historically accurate information. Whenever they
couldn’t find the content they needed, they looked for factual information in external resources either in books or the
Internet:
O3: “They spend the first 20-30 minutes discussing the
history of the place and reading parts from the book.
This seems to be an important first stage – to discuss
and agree what is important."
O2: “He spent about 10 mins trying to get historical
facts about the place, by getting into details of the document and finding things to say.”
O3: “M then uses her phone to go online and find the
additional information”
If they couldn’t get factual information they stopped
writing altogether.
O2: “He was getting stuck in creating serious historical content.”
Other participants instead embraced a different approach by sharing personal memories:
O4: “all the stories that E discusses are about people
and communities, not about buildings or historical
facts”

Structuring narration
Narration was carefully organized to be more appealing:
F1: “at some point he mentioned how important it was
to structure the story from nowadays to the past, instead of following chronological order because people
would prefer and find this way more interesting”
F2: “He describes his motivation for doing so by " in
this way we can feed more information to the user information bit by bit."
Multimedia
Finally, all participants showed interest in adding multimedia content:
O3: “First question – can you put a picture into the
card?”
O4: “E says he would like to show a video”

Audience
Participants selected their content considering the audience
and their interests:
O2: “They think about what sorts of questions people
would be interested”
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Figure 22. Structures of the dialogues created within each group. Each dot represents a card
and arrows represent the links of their answers.

F1: ”in many of the cards he just linked both answers
to the same next card, because the text was going to be
the same anyway”
O3: “M starts to forget about the links and continues
to create question and answer content on cards without
linking them up properly”
O1: “Many cards link straight to the end – forgotten to
link”
O1: “the story structure has become much more simplistic with both answers often linking to the same
card.”

Using the interface

Structuring
Branching was used in almost all the created dialogues,
apart from two which were polls. All dialogues only had a
maximum of 2 branches (See Figure 22).
It was in fact hard for participants to keep track of multiple
threads within their document:
O3: “They try to remember which cards with questions
on lead to which other cards. This is confusing for
them.”
O1: “It seems tricky to follow the flow of 2 different
story branches when creating the content.”
F3: “they found it hard to see/remember where cards
where and which were connected.”

Unclear metaphors
The word “dialogue” to indicate a section of the content on
the Pin was confusing for some participants:
F1: “He only created one dialogue, because he had
this structure in mind of having one card with a question and the next card with the answer and another
question “
F2: “He struggles to find and entry point to use for
creating a dialog”

Linking
Some participants showed a poor understanding of the
concept of linking, as they expected cards to be connected
together by their proximity rather than through links:
F3: “they didn't realize that the cards needed "glue" to
connect them”
O4: “does every card need an answer? [...] I guess it
does or it won’t move one?”

Physical device
For the majority of participants, the physical device wasn’t
used at all during content creation as the focus was on the
digital interface. Evaluation was done through the software;
the Pin was used only at the end.
O4: “M suggests to play the story on the pin to see
what it looked like. [...] E smiles and says “That’s
lovely”.
F2: “He was surprised to see it was going [on the Pin]
automatically.”

Several observations show how it was easier to first create
the screens’ content and then link the screens together. Due
to the fixed character limit, some participants often spread
long sentences across multiple screens by linking both
answers to the same screen. This mechanic quickly became
tedious as it interrupted participants’ flow of content creation and eventually lead to post-completion errors.
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External support
Only one group made use of external support such as pen
and paper during content ideation, whilst others created and
edited text directly on the interface.

felt pressured to come up with reliable facts in a short period of time.

Social interactions

This study set out to answer four research questions:

5.3 DISCUSSION

Roles
Roles in groups formed naturally: people who weren’t directly interacting with the interface assumed the role of
narrators or editors.
F3: “One took the lead on typing and the other took
the lead on writing, but both came up with ideas, researched info, and checked in with each other and negotiated what story to tell”
: “P1 still drives the content - thinking and speaking
out loud what the text and answers should be and
where the links should go while P2 types on the laptop.”

RQ1: What content do users decide to share on
situated devices? (Content selection)
RQ2: Does the medium affect the way people
ideate content? (Content presentation)
RQ3: How do the interface constraints affect
the created content? (Using the interface)
RQ4: What are the social interactions that this
tool allows? (Social interactions)

Talking aloud
Narrators were often completely detached from the interface and preferred to dictate their content rather than typing
it themselves.
O1: “So he was dictating to me, until we finished three
cards and I said maybe he could continue from that”
O4: “P1 sits back and engages in ideation dictating
the content to P2”

This section will summarize findings in relation to each
question and present design recommendations based on
them.
A key finding from these results is that the type of content
participants decided to share influenced not only the presentation and structure but also participants’ social interaction
within their group.

Pressure
When writing factual content, participants felt pressured for
time:
O2: “I think it was overwhelming for him as he did not
know the place,”
O1: “M has seemed slightly anxious and uncomfortable that all the focus is on him”

Content selection

The majority of the participants in the workshop were concerned about the accuracy of the content they were creating
and spent a significant time in researching factual information.
This behaviour was likely influenced by the perceived
framing of the workshop. The provided examples, which
were taken from the website maintained by the community,
were in fact, all factual. For this reason, some of the participants initially thought they were asked to contribute exclusively with similar content. This proved to be a hard task
for them as they felt they didn’t have enough knowledge, so
they researched relevant information either on the provided
material or online.
Other participants decided instead to share personal memories about places. This lead to the creation of stories which
were reflecting upon cultural and social activities that happened in those places and the people who inhabited them.
Amongst the created content, for example, there is the story
of a local community champion who organized selfinitiated tours of the area or a questionnaire which moved
the audience to reflect upon the social divide between two
parts of the cities due to economical differences.
A possible implication of these findings is that, given more
time, participants could write a wide variety of content and
re-purpose this system in different ways than used here.

Involving others
As they felt pressured participants asked for help:
O2: “Being unsure, he asked another participant. As a
side effect, he discovered also something else about the
place”
O2: “we need the people from the history society here.
I know people who can do this much better”

5.2 Limitations

Due to practical and time constraints this study presented
some limitations which need to be addressed in further
research.
A major limitation was that participants did not have the
opportunity to choose the location they wanted to write
about so they could have lacked motivation.
Additionally, the provided information and examples were
all factual. This led participants to think they had to create
historically accurate content. As seen from the results, the
need to create factual content inhibited participants as they
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Future studies could investigate what type of content participants would create over a longer period of time without
having any restrictions.

so users should be instead allowed to visually organize their
cards and create semantic connections through proximity.
Constraints and linking
The vertical arrangement of the cards wasn’t effective in
containing the size of dialogues: due to character limitation
on each card in fact, it was often necessary to “spread” the
content over multiple cards and link them together one after
the other. When documents became large, the overlapping
of multiple links was an obstacle to comprehension. Additionally, in very large documents, users had to scroll several
pages to find the card they needed to link to.
Spreading content over multiple cards also highlighted
another issue: whenever branching is not needed, both of
the answers will need to point to the same card. Naming
these answers can be challenging (should they both be
“continue”? should only be left empty?) and the act of typing the same label and linking to the next card soon becomes tedious and led participants to forget to link the cards
together.
This problem could be solved by triggering the linking
action directly from the element that needs to be linked
similarly to the dropdown method. In the last design iteration, the focus was on adding a new card however the user’s
intention is most often to add a new connection to the current card. This shift of focus could be achieved, for example, by the use of another button placed next to the linking
one, which will create a new card and connect it with the
current one in a single action. Links could have a default
label so that users don’t have to type it repeatedly.

Content presentation

Participants who were concerned about accuracy were also
particularly careful about the tone of voice as they refused
to use abbreviation or emojis, whilst, on the other hand,
people who were sharing personal memories were using a
humorous tone and a more playful interaction. In the search
of accurate information, participants were continuously
considering what content passersby would find interesting
and wanted to engage their audience through the medium.
In this sense, the system’s limitations were particularly
effective as they encouraged to write concise content and to
expose it gradually as users had to lure their audience in
through effective writing: having only two possible links
per card allowed users to structure their narration more
easily than a regular hypertext and to limit content fragmentation.
Users also exploited this limitation to adopt different approaches according to what branch was selected (for example, people interested in the church followed a thread that
had a more sombre tone than the ones interested in the café
and its breakfasts).
Users looked for other ways of enticing passersby as they
enquired to add multimedia such as video, audio and images to their card. Although this functionality was present in
the system at the time of the workshop, time limitations
made this unfeasible. Future studies could examine how
multimedia would affect the type of content shared.

Multiple dialogues
The Pin’s content is composed by multiple, self-contained
dialogues to allow sharing of the same dialogue between
multiple Pins. These dialogues are then shown sequentially
according to the order set by the users and existing ones can
be added and removed from this sequence.
Whilst some participants created several dialogues, others
didn’t understand the need of having multiple dialogues in
the same Pin. The inability of linking to a dialogue from
another one also led to the creation of longer dialogues
which were harder to navigate and led to repeat the same
content across multiple ones. Users also showed confusion
when asked to name their dialogue prior to their creation.
This corroborates the idea that dialogues should be treated
as composite nodes rather than isolated units.
To address both of these problems, the linear sequence
constraint could be removed and instead show content as a
single hyperdocument made out of dialogues seen as spatially arranged aggregated nodes. Within the same interface,
these components could be imported, created and saved.
Dialogues could also be collapsed and expanded when
needed, similarly to authoring tools dedicated to knowledge
structuring such as NoteCards[33]. Global coherence could
then be improved by showing the composition of content
through the connections within its nodes and aggregated
nodes.

Using the interface

The interface used in this study allowed users to create
hypermedia designed with specific limitations tied to the
physical constraints of the situated devices the content was
displayed in. As mentioned in the related work section,
creating hyperdocuments is a challenging tasks for novice
users and several studies indicate guidelines on creating
accessible authoring tools to support a variety of tasks.
The focus of the design of the authoring tool was to provide
the necessary affordances and constraints to avoid content
fragmentation, a recurring problem in hypermedia [72].
This study shows, that a visual overview helps users’ orientation as participants could understand the document structure and their position within it at a glance. However, as
cards are arranged automatically, participants associated
spatial proximity with sequentiality even if links were visually represented. This finding suggests how pre-attentive
attributes of an interface such as the spatial arrangement of
its elements, can interfere with the understanding of the
conceptual model.
Future work should exploit visual overviews to allow a
better understanding of the document. Because the content
is not hierarchical, spatial arrangement can’t be automatized
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knowledge could be structured in threads or trails [47] or
thematic guides [22,53] so future studies should consider
how the content created could be preserved so that can be
re-used in the future.
Finally, but not less important, problems relative to infrastructure should be considered. As seen in early and longstanding projects such as Urban Tapestries [47], customized
content delivery platforms become in the long run too costly to maintain. Additionally, the diversified array of communication infrastructures for ubiquitous devices make
such systems notoriously hard to deploy [37]. A possible
solution to such problems would be to involve the community not only in content creation but also in the maintenance
and development of such systems through progressively
lower-level interfaces based on widely adopted web standards.
Social knowledge is a form of social capital that is often
hidden but could significantly improve the social and economical development of communities. The system presented in the study aims to lower the barriers to share such
knowledge. By doing so these technologies, as noted by
Gee [32], level the balance between consumption and production of information and can offer a real opportunity to
restructure the nature of inherited social and power formations.

Social interactions

During the content creation workshop, roles within groups
formed naturally as some participants preferred to use the
digital interface whilst others were selecting and formatting
content.
This was more evident in the largest group formed by an
elderly man who had been living in the neighbourhood for
more than twenty years and a couple of young professional
who had just moved in.
The setting was particularly effective as this group created
the greatest variety and the highest amount of dialogues.
This finding supports the idea that events similar to the
workshop done in this study (provided enough diversity
amongst participants) are in itself an opportunity to socialize and share knowledge about a place. Creating factual
information, on the other hand, was often detrimental to
socialization as users plunged into the provided literature or
internet sites in search of content.
6. CONCLUSION

This study aimed to address four research questions in
relation to how sharing knowledge could be supported with
the use of situated devices. These questions investigated the
type of content, the modalities of sharing, the effectiveness
of using a novel authoring tool for interactive content and
the social dynamics such medium could evoke.
Findings highlighted how participants who wrote factual,
historical content about places felt a sense of responsibility
towards their community and spent a considerable amount
of time searching for information and writing in an “adequate” tone of voice. Participants who instead shared personal memories and stories, created longer and richer dialogues and engaged at length in conversation with other
participants. Once the initial hurdles of creating non-linear
interactive content were overcome, users were able to exploit the system to deliver different types of content such as
polls, quiz and poems. A graphical overview of the document greatly improved content creation and next design
iterations should focus on improving orientation and navigation within the document.
Further study should investigate how this system can be reappropriated during a prolonged use and how community
champions would use such devices. Once the devices have
been secured in order to be placed safely in an urban environment, a long term study with multiple devices and a
group of people could fully reveal the effects that such
systems may be able to provide.
Future research should also investigate how public visualizations of data gathered from these devices could be used to
further promote engagement: as noted by previous studies
[45] [71], the public visualization of social activity can
contribute to improve self-efficacy.
As the number of contributions grows, the problem of information architecture and effective authoring will become
more and more relevant; previous research showed how this
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APPENDIX 1: CONSENT FORM

ICRI / UCLIC, UCL
66-72 GOWER STREET
LONDON
WC1E 6BT

Information Sheet
You will be given a copy of this information sheet
Title of Project:

Sharing community created knowledge

This study has been approved by the ICRI Ethics Chair.

Name, Address and Contact Details of Investigators:

66-72 Gower Street,
Dept. Computer Science,
University College London,
London, WC1E 6BT

[anonymized]

We would like to invite you to participate in this research project. You should only participate if you want
to, choosing not to take part will not disadvantage you in any way. Please find details of the study below
and feel free to ask for any additional information.
Details of Study
The purpose of this study is to investigate how a new technology can engage and empower citizens to
share knowledge about places. You are invited to a workshop, where you create stories or other content
related to a place in Mill Road in Cambridge. You will create the content via a web interface and upload it
into an interactive device. Afterwards the devices will be deployed at the place the content is about, for
two days. Available participants will be invited to visit the deployment sites and give feedback if willing.
The workshop will take 1.5 hour. There are no anticipated discomforts or risks associated with
participating in this study. You can withdraw at any time without providing a reason.
Your participation is confidential and your identity will not be stored with your data. All data will be
collected and stored in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
The researchers will take field notes and photos for research purposes only. In the event of any
publication or presentation resulting from the research, no personally identifiable information will be
shared. We will ask for your permission prior to using a photograph of you for a research publication or
presentation of this research.
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ICRI / UCLIC, UCL
66-72 GOWER STREET
LONDON
WC1E 6BT

Consent Form

Title of Project:

Sharing community created knowledge

This study has been approved by the ICRI Ethics Chair.

Participant’s Statement
I …………………………………………......................................
agree that I have
§

read the information sheet and/or the project has been explained to me orally;

§

had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss the study; and

§

received satisfactory answers to all my questions or have been advised of an individual to contact for
answers to pertinent questions about the research and my rights as a participant and whom to contact
in the event of a research-related injury.

•

I understand that my participation will be recorded by notes or photographs for research purposes, and
I give permission for the use of this data for analysis.

I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study without penalty if I so wish, and I consent to the
processing of my personal information for the purposes of this study only and that it will not be used for any
other purpose. I understand that such information will be treated as strictly confidential and handled in
accordance with the provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998.
Signed:

Date:

Investigator’s Statement
I ……………………………………………………………………..
confirm that I have carefully explained the purpose of the study to the participant and outlined any
reasonably foreseeable risks or benefits (where applicable).
Signed:

Date:

2
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APPENDIX 2: OBSERVATIONS
Pin

Pid Code

Theme

Quote

Tomato O 1

Accurate
Content

Content selection
He reads through the material on Romsey Mill provided on the table.

Tomato O 1

Accurate
Content

Content selec- He states that the story is not flowing very easily because of his lack of
tion
knowledge of Romsey Mill

Tomato O 1

Accurate
Content

Content selection
M ‘asks Google’ using the speech interface but can’t find the answer

Tomato O 1

Accurate
Content

Content selection
M states again that he does not know much about Romsey Mill

Accurate
Content

Content selec- M states that he does not know why Romsey Mill is called Romsey Mill. He
tion
says that he doesn’t even think the history society knows why and proceeds to
‘ask Google’ using the speech interface

Cuckoo O 2

Accurate
Content

Content selection
He spent about 10 mins trying to get historical facts about the place

Cuckoo O 2

Accurate
Content

Content selection
He was getting a bit stuck in creating serious historical content.

Cuckoo F 2

Accurate
Content

Content selec- as he doesn't know any more interesting details. He comments that he would
tion
need to ask Eileen (the owner) for information

Kermit

O 3

Accurate
Content

Content selec- M has brought a A4 book report about the bath house. Says anything we need
tion
to know is in there.

Kermit

O 3

Accurate
Content

Content selection
M keeps leafing through the book/report about the bath house

Kermit

O 3
Accurate
Content

Content selec- They spend the first 20-30 minutes discussing the history of the place and
tion
reading parts from the book. This seems to be an important first stage – to
discuss and agree what is important.

O 3

Accurate
Content

Content selection
what are the details. Obvious route is to look it up on Google

O 4

Accurate
Content

Content selection
M then uses her phone to go online and find the additional information

Cuckoo O 2

Asking Others

Social interac- we need the people from the history society here. I know people who can do
tions
this much better”.

Cuckoo O 2

Asking Others

Social interac- he also asked another participant. As a side effect, he discovered something
tions
he didn’t know by searching online. He seemed enjoyed it.

Tomato O 1

Audience

Content selec- M’s initial thought around content is, what people would like to know first about
tion
Romsey Mill. the story from nowadays to the past, instead of following chronological order because people would prefer it

Cuckoo O 2

Audience

Content selection
“You need to give [the audience] a bit more than just right or wrong.”

Kermit

F 3

Audience

Content selection
they thought about school kids who are underprivelged

Kermit

O 3

Audience

Content selec- Should it be posed to let people find out how much they know or make them
tion
more aware of what the building is?

Kermit

O 3

Audience

Content selec- They find it hard to think of the reactions and responses of people looking at
tion
pinsight and what they might want to learn

Kermit

O 3

Audience

Content selection
They think about what sorts of questions people would be interested

O 4

Audience

Content selec- M talks about a sign near the church café advertising to be serving the best
tion
breakfast in town and suggests asking people whether they agree with it

O 4

Audience

Content selection
we should think about what we want people going to the church to read.

Tomato O 1

Character

Tomato O 1

Kermit

Lily

Lily
Lily

Using the

wants to add lots of content to the second card to tell the story of Romsey Mill
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Limit

interface nowadays. He quickly hits the text limit and tries to cut down his text to fit

O 4

Character
Limit

Using the There is only one instance when the story becomes too long and requires
interface rephrasing,

Kermit

O 3

External
Support

Using the
interface H writes down a number of questions on a sheet of paper.

Kermit

O 3

External
Support

Using the H has written about 6 questions on the paper sheet using felt tip pen and
interface reads them out.

Kermit

O 3

External
Support

Using the H continues to write notes and more questions. Neither seem to want to start
interface on the computer

Kermit

O 3

Humour

Content
presentation

Need to draw them using humour and things they are fascinated by otherwise
it comes across as boring.

Kermit

O 3

Humour

Content
presentation

Spend some time discussing the original sign outside the front door which is of
a seahorse. Water symbol of Cambridge. Some people see this as a joke.

O 4

Humour

Content
presentation

“Nice one, let’s make it a bit contentious” (smiles while saying so)

Lily

Lily
Tomato O 1

Linking Problems

Using the I also notice that M starts to forget about the links and continues to create
interface question and answer content on cards without linking them up properly.

Tomato O 1

Linking Problems

Using the there are several fixes that need to be made – all of which are related to links
interface between cards.

Tomato O 1

Linking Problems

Using the sometimes when trying to fix the link issues listed above it was unclear where
interface the link should go to best as it could have linked to a few different cards and
still made sense.

Kermit

O 3

Linking Problems

Using the They try to remember which cards with questions on lead to which other cards.
interface This is confusing for them

O 4

Linking Problems

Using the D asks “does every card need an answer?” M replies “I guess it does or it
interface won’t move one?”

F 3

Location

Content selection
not about where the pin is specifically located

O 4

Location

Content selection
all the discussion is focused around the map shown on the laptop

O 4

Location

Content selection
E points finger to the map shown on F laptop

O 3

Multimedia

Content
presentation

First question – can you put a picture into the pinsight card.

Content
presentation

E says he would like to show a video

Lily
Kermit

Lily
Lily
Kermit

O 4

Multimedia

Lily
Cuckoo O 2

Content
presentation

at some point he mentioned how important it was to structure the story from
nowadays to the past, instead of following chronological order because people
would prefer and find this way more interesting

Narration

Content
presentation

He describes his motivation for doing so by " in this way we can feed more
information to the user information bit by bit."

O 4

Personal
Memories

Content selec- all the stories that E discusses are about people and communities, not about
tion
buildings or historical facts

O 4

Personal
Memories

Content selec- as we approached the end of the session (19:05) the woman actually says,
tion
“the most interesting thing in this book is people’s memories”.

Narration
Cuckoo F 2

Lily
Lily

Tomato F 1

Physical
Device

Using the
interface He was surprised to see it was going automatically.

Kermit

O 3

Physical
Device

Using the
interface At no point do they look at pinsight

Kermit

O 3

Physical
Device

Using the
interface They still have not looked at how their questions will appear on pinsigh

O 4

Physical
Device

Using the M suggests to play the story on the pin to see what it looked like. [...] E smiles
interface and says “That’s lovely”.

Lily
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Tomato O 1

Pressure

Social interac- He seems under a little pressure to keep discussion moving and perhaps also
tions
to be more inclusive towards Giovanna

Tomato O 1

Pressure

Social interac- , M has seemed slightly anxious and uncomfortable that all the focus is on him
tions
to think of, and type up the content.

Cuckoo O 2

Pressure

Social interactions
I think it was overwhelming for him as he did not know the place,

Tomato O 1

Roles

Social interactions
So after he created the first dialogue, he asked her to join him in the creation

Kermit

O 3

Roles

Social interac- She then takes over the keyboard and types in another question in a new
tions
card. M takes keyboard back and types in another question in a card.

Kermit

O 3

Roles

Social interactions
H suggests editing it slightly and he does.

O 4

Roles

Social interactions
the group “naturally” arranges itself

O 4

Roles

Social interactions
. E sits back and engages in ideation instead

O 4

Roles

Social interactions
”. M suggests rephrasing

O 4

Roles

Social interac- M and E bounce rephrases to each other several times before committing to
tions
what goes in the pin.

Lily
Lily
Lily
Lily
Tomato F 1

Structuring

Using the he got stuck because he was not sure how to create answers to the card and
interface the time was running out, so he just wrote “OK” in both of them

Tomato O 1

Structuring

Using the trying to link one piece of interesting information to the next which is someinterface times a struggle. He does not appear to be considering individual dialogues

Tomato O 1

Structuring

Using the It seems tricky to follow the flow of 2 different story branches when creating
interface the content.

Cuckoo O 2

Structuring

Using the
interface how can I fit it in 2 answers?

Cuckoo O 2

Structuring

Using the
interface “Can you have any amount of threads as you want?”

Kermit

O 3

Structuring

Using the
interface They seem stuck so Katie intervenes to suggest how to answer.

Kermit

O 3

Structuring

Using the H refers to book again and points at something. They conclude it is too hard to
interface make that into a question.

Tomato O 1

Talking Aloud Social interac- telling extra stories, giving more information and his opinions on each question
tions
and answer on the pin.

Tomato O 1

Talking Aloud Social interac- M still drives the content - thinking and speaking out loud what the text and
tions
answers should be and where the links should go

Tomato O 1

Talking Aloud Social interac- He reads the material and speaks his thoughts aloud at the same time. He
tions
also speaks aloud while he is typing.

Kermit

O 3

Talking Aloud Social interactions
M explains to K about the history for 5 more minutes.

Kermit

O 3

Talking Aloud Social interactions
She poses the questions again and M tweaks it on the computer.

O 4

Talking Aloud Social interac- He seems to like telling recent past stories of local people, he smiles a lot
tions
when recounting them

Lily
Tomato O 1

Tone Of
Voice

Content
presentation

however it is acceptable to use abbreviations and abbreviate words on Twitter
but it wouldn’t be appropriate to do that on the Pin.

Kermit

Tone Of
Voice

Content
presentation

they were very cautious of avoiding language and ideas that would put people
off. they wanted to be polite.

F 3

Tomato F 1

Unclear Metaphors

Using the he only created one dialogue, because he had this structure on his mind of
interface having one card with a question and the next card with the answer and another question
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Tomato F 1

Unclear Metaphors

Using the
interface He didn't understand that the END DIALOGUE card was

Cuckoo F 2

Unclear Metaphors

Using the
interface he struggles to find and entry point to use for creating a dialog

Cuckoo F 2

Unclear Metaphors

Using the John repeatedly clicks on the pen icon (for naming the dialog) in order to edit the
interface dialog

Kermit

F 3

Linking Problems

Using the
interface they also didn't realize that the cards needed "glue" to connect them

Kermit

O 3

Unclear Metaphors

Using the
interface the term dialogue is confusing
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